CONNECT Staff Picks for the Entire Family
Just like our Mason Jar Mavens, the reCAP team is
a mix of Mason jar enthusiasts. Karen, reCAP inventor, strives for zero waste, Laura takes snacks on-thego for her little one, Nicole shows off her crafty and
clever ideas, and Carlo shakes it up in the kitchen.
But we all have something in common - memories
from childhood catching fireflies in Mason jars. All of
us remember a time when we weren’t so connected to technology - and we want to
inspire the children of today to get
out, step away from the screen, and
explore all of nature’s wonders.
Competing with video games,
hashtags, and selfies, the traditions of yesterday do not need to
be discarded along with your VHS
tapes and Polaroid cameras. After
an afternoon of adventure, catching,
observing, and releasing critters,
the vast and informative internet is
a resource for explorers to validate
their findings.

By better understanding the world and connecting
to nature, children in today’s world will be more likely
to respect and preserve our natural resources so
that future generations will have a chance to experience first-hand the detail of a grasshopper’s anatomy, the beauty of a butterfly’s wings, and the magic
of a firefly lighting up the summer night.

HYLETE is a premium

performance apparel
and gear brand designed for the modern
athlete, whose line
includes fashion-forward tops, bottoms,
outerwear and accessories for both men and
women.
The man is wearing:
● Verge Flex-Woven Zip
Pocket Short – Features
HYLETE’s proprietary
flex-woven fabric and is
,
engineered as the ultimate “cross-over” short. Perfect for any condition
for
this fabric easily wicks away moisture and dries quickly making it ideal
inhigh heat, water and mud conditions. Great to wear during a cross-tra
gun
ing competition or an obstacle course race. Available in cobalt blue,
metal, neon green and shocking red accent colors. ($80.00)
● Apex Light Compression Tight
● Stacked Tri-Blend Crew Tee
The woman is wearing:
● Invex II Crop - Built for the female hybrid athlete this flattering fit is
designed to complement a wide range of body types. Available in grey,
mint and coral. ($70.00)
● Insignia Racer Tank – The racer back design and ultra-light-weight,
sweat-wicking, four-way stretch fabric provide unrestricted range of motion
and an unforgettable fit. Available in grey, mint and coral. ($50.00)

The ZOUQ mission is simple: to connect
people and cultures through food, starting
with our line of Indian-inspired Gourmet
Snack Mixes. Made from wholesome, delicious, savory ingredients and spices like
lentils, chickpeas, peas, turmeric and cloves,
these crunchy snacks are prefect for fueling
your body and mind.
ZOUQ’s roots lie in the idea of balance and
unity to help foster connections between people
of all cultures and backgrounds. Each of our
four flavors, Golden
Lentils, Fiery Sticks,
Curry Crunch and
Jubilee Mix, is
inspired by a story
or custom from
India, and our logo
is a joining together
of all 7 chakras.
www.zouq.com

www.hylete.com
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